CUTSHEET
Green Umbrella® ColorFlash™ is an interior, subsurface, translucent, ph neutral, non-acid, solvent-based concrete colorant.
Introduced into any abrasively profiled concrete surface for color that is vibrant and crisp. The powdered
salt-pigment formulation produces a unique color option for architectural concrete. Mixed with VOC-exempt,
non-acid, Acetone as a carrying agent, ColorFlash™ introduces the colorant into the concrete as “Quick as a
Flash”. The quick-to-dry surface cuts downtime during installation, making it the right choice for color patterns
and logos. Choose from more than twenty solid colors to produce a beautiful, mottled appearance. Apply a
single S.O.L.O.™1 application for a translucent mottled
appearance dyed concrete surface, or layer it and com- VERSATILE ARCHITECTURAL APPLICATIONS
bine for endless color possibilities. It is critical to Protect Ideal for interior, vertical or horizontal Decorative
ColorFlash™ from oxidation with CrossOver™ densifiers Concrete Applications such as retail spaces &
such as DryShield™ and colorguard Shield & Enhance™ to show-rooms, restaurants, offices, lobby areas, museprevent color loss. ColorFlash™ changes any bare con- ums, municipalities, airports, hospitals, schools,
fire-stations or wherever indoor concrete surfaces are
maintained.

CUT LABOR

S.O.L.O1 application
Single Installer
Replaces laborious epoxy colorants

EASY TO INSTALL - SIMPLE TO MAINTAIN
ColorFlash requires mixing with Acetone. Easily apply
S.O.L.O.1 with a GU recommended acetone safe sprayer
for coverage of 400-600 SF per gallon. Proceed with abra-

CUT DOWNTIME
10 second dry time
Immediately ready to traffic & abrasive cut
Immediately ready for treatment application

sive cuts and colorguard like Shield and Enhance and wearguard like Interior Microfilm to avoid fading. To maintain,
simply damp mop, auto scrub, and periodically burnish
using Green Umbrella Life Cycle™ maintenance system
treatments.

CUT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

PACKAGING

SYSTEM
SPECIFICATION

VOC complicate solvent base acetone
Ph neutral
Alternative to off-gassing flooring
5/PAIL
1

Spray-On, Leave-On 2Ready-To-Use

55/DRUM

275/TOTE

FULLSPEC

844.200.7336
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